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To meet the high demand of Hindi readers on the MahaWastu course, the Aunkar Foundation published the book Vastu Shastra Today on the initiative of Vastushastri Khusdip Bansal. It's easy to read handy links that will help new apartment buyers to choose Vasta's ideal apartment, understanding the
real logic behind Vasta Shastra. Dr. Bansal, the authority on this issue, clearly explains how the impact of earthly energies and 16 directions affects health, emotional state of mind and life through the buildings where we live and work. The author of the best-selling book MahaVastu left no stone unturned,
explaining the consequences of the entrance doors, rooms and household items in different directions. He also shares how to resolve the situation using proven Vastu remedies like colors and metal bands, lights, stones, paintings and symbols - without renovations to make any vastu building perfect. With
these remedies, thousands of people who visit the MahaVastu (Noida) centre have benefited from the advice of Vastu. Today, interior decoration plays an important role in creating Vastu effects. So in this book you will find how to make Vasta friendly interiors in your home. You will also learn how to
choose the right colors and shapes for the interiors, as well as for making Rangoli and Toran at important festivals. The book also presents selected successful examples of Vastu from his more than 10,000 documented successful case studies of Vastu over the past two decades. This will help you gain a
deep understanding of Vasta Shastra. Then you can easily evaluate and solve the most effective Vastu remedies yourself. This book is filled with well-illustrated color charts and informative tables. Seven categories (Vastu bodh, Vastu funda, Vastu sutra, Vastu savdhani, Vastu upaay, Guru mantra and
Bhranti nivaran) make this book so interesting that even flipping through the pages, you can get instant useful ideas Vastu. Very useful and should read for new buyers of apartments, architects, builders, interior designers, fans of Vastu, astrologers, engineers, healers and consultants.  Architecture and
design related texts india in the 2004 film, see Vaastu Shastra (film). Part of the series on Hindu the scriptures and lyrics puranas Brahma Brahmawaivawarta Markanda Bhavish Vaishnava puranas Vishu Bhagavat Narada Garud Padma Vaman Varana Kurma Machia Shaiva Puranas Shiva Linga Sanda
Vaia Hma Sutras Samhya Sutras Mimamsa Sutras Nya Satras Vaisheta Sutra Yoga Sutras Pramanas Sushrita Sushruta Samkhita Panchatantra Divata Prabanda Tirunrai Ramcharitmanas Yoga Wasista Suara Yoga Shiva Samhita Texts vte Angkor Wat , a Hindu-Buddhist temple and a World Heritage
Site, is the largest monument in the world. This Cambodian temple deploys the same circles and squares of grid architecture as described in Indian Vastu Zastras. Vastu shastra (vastru Ostra is literally the science of architecture) is a traditional Indian system of architecture that originates in India. Texts
from the Indian subcontinent describe the principles of design, planning, measurement, ground preparation, space location and spatial geometry. Vastu Shastras include traditional Hindu and (in some cases) Buddhist beliefs. The projects are aimed at integrating architecture with nature, the relative
functions of different parts of the structure and ancient beliefs, using geometric patterns (yantra), symmetry and directional alignment. In his review of superstition and real estate research, Stuart Weiss concludes that ... just as in the case of feng shui, there is no scientific basis for claims of Vedic
architecture others have described Vedic architectural claims as a form of pseudoscience. Vastu Shastra is a textual part of Vastu Vidya - a broader knowledge of architecture and design theories from ancient India. Knowledge of Vastu Vidya is a set of ideas and concepts, with or without support of layout
diagrams that are not rigid. Rather, these ideas and concepts are models for organizing space and shape in a building or collection of buildings, based on their functions in relation to each other, their use and the common fabric of Vastu. The ancient principles of Vastu Shastra include the principles of
Design Mandir (Hindu temples), as well as the principles of design and planning of houses, towns, cities, gardens, roads, water works, shops and other public places. The terminology of the Sanskrit word was was to imply a dwelling or house with a corresponding plot of land. Virdhi, vastie, has the
meaning of the place or foundation of a house, plot, land, building or living space, housing, manor, house. The main root of you is to live, to live, to stay, to live. The term shastra can be freely translated as doctrine, doctrine. Vastu-Zastras (literally, the science of housing) are ancient Sanskrit architecture
guides. They contain Vastu Vidya (literally, knowledge of the dwelling). History theories have been made to trace the links between the principles of composition in Vastu Shastra and the indus Valley civilization, but scientist Kapila Vaciayan is reluctant to talk about such connections, given that the Indus
Valley scenario remains unintelligible. According to Chakrabarti, Vastu Vidya is as old as the Vedic period and associated with ritual architecture. According to Michael W. Meister, Atharvaveda contains mystical cosmogony poems that provide a paradigm of space planning, but they do not represent
architecture or practice. Brihat Samhita, Varahamihira until the sixth century AD, the state of Meister, is the first known Indian text that describes something like vastupurusamandala to plan cities and buildings. The emergence of Vastu Vidya as a specialized field of science is supposed to have occurred
significantly before the 1st century AD Description of Ancient India produced many Sanskrit architecture manuals called Vastu Sastra. Many are about the Hindu layout of the temple (above), design and construction, along with chapters on design principles for homes, villages, cities. The architects and
artists (Silpins) were given a wide opportunity to experiment and express their work. There is a lot of Vastu-Zastras on the art of building houses, temples, cities and towns. One such is Vasta zastra, which describes where and how temples should be built. By the 6th century AD, Sanskrit leadership for the
construction of palace temples was in circulation in India. Vastru-Zastra's guides included chapters on house building, urban planning and how effective villages, cities and kingdoms are, integrated temples, ponds and gardens in them to achieve harmony with nature. Although it is unclear whether Barnett,
whether these temple and urban planning texts were theoretical studies and whether they were properly implemented, the guidelines suggest that urban and Hindu temples were conceived as ideals of art and an integral part of Hindu social and spiritual life. Silpa Prakasa of Odisha, authored by
Ramachandra Bhattarak Kaulachara sometime in the ninth or tenth century AD, is another Wasta zastra. Silpa Prakasa describes geometric principles in all aspects of the temple and symbolism, such as the 16 emotions of men carved as 16 types of female figures. These styles have been improved in
Hindu temples common in the eastern states of India. Other ancient texts have found to expand these architectural principles, suggesting that different parts of India are designed, invented and added to their own interpretations. For example, in the tradition of suurastra temple construction found in the
western states of India, women's form, expressions and emotions are depicted in 32 types of Nataka-strei compared to the 16 types described in Silpa Prakas. Silpa Prakas is briefed on getting to know 12 types of Hindu temples. Other texts, such as Pancaratra Prasada Prasadhana, compiled by Daniel
Smith and Silpa Ratnakar, compiled by Narmada Sankara, provide a broader list of types of Hindu temples. Ancient Sanskrit temple building manuals discovered in Rajasthan, northwest India, include Prasadamandanana Sutradhara Mandana (literally a guide to the planning and construction of the
temple) with chapters on urban construction. Manasara Shilpa and Mayamat, texts of the South Indian estimated to be in circulation for the 5th-7th century AD, AD, a guide to South Indian vastta design and construction. Isanasivagurudeva paddhati is another Sanskrit text from the 9th century describing
the art of construction in India in the south and central India. In northern India, Brihat Samhita Varhamihira is a widely cited 6th-century ancient Sanskrit instruction describing the design and construction of The Nagar style of Hindu temples. These ancient Vastu Zastras often discuss and describe the
principles of Hindu temple design, but are not limited to the design of a Hindu temple. They describe the temple as a holistic part of its community, and lay out the various principles and variety of alternative designs for the home, village and city layout along with the temple, gardens, ponds and nature. The
types and properties of Mandala 8'8 (64) mesh Manduka Vastu Pur Mandala layout for Hindu temples. It is one of 32 vastu Purusha Mandala mesh models described in the Vastu Sastra. In this structure of the symmetry grid, each concentric layer matters. The central region in the whole mandala is
Brahmasthana. Mandala circle-circle or completion, is a concentric diagram of having spiritual and ritual significance in both Hinduism and Buddhism. The space occupied by him varies from mandala to a variety of mandalas - in Pitha (9) and Upapita (25) it occupies one square module, in Mahaapita (16),
Ugraita (36) and Mnduk (64), four square modules and in Shandil (49) and Paramasaika (81), nine square modules. Pita is a reinforced Prithvimandal, in which, according to some texts, the central space is occupied by the Earth. Shandila's Mandala is used in a concentric manner. The most important
mandala is the Mandala Mandaka/Chandita of 64 squares and Paramasayika Mandala of 81 squares. The normal position of Vastu Purusha (head in the northeast, legs in the southwest) is depicted in Mandal Paramasayika. However, in Mandala Mandala Mandala Mandal, Vastu Purusha is pictured with
his head facing east and his feet facing west. (quote is necessary) Vastu directed chakra It is believed that every piece of land or building has its own soul, and that the soul is known as Vastu Purusha. The area of any shape can be divided with Pada Vinyasa. Sites are known by the number of squares.
They range from 1'1 to 32'32 (1024) square plots. Examples of mandalas with relevant site names include: 7 Sakala (1 square) corresponds to Eka-pad (one divided plot) Pechaka (4 squares) corresponds to Dwi-pada (two separated sites) Pitha (9 squares) corresponds to Tri-pada (three divided sites)
Mahaapith (two divided sites) 16 squares) corresponds to Chatush-pade (four divided plots) Upathita (25 squares) corresponds to Pancha-pade (five divided sites) Grepitita (36 squares) corresponds to Shashta-pade (six divided areas) Hnandila (49 sovetvette Septa-sarta-fall divided plot) Manduka/
Chandita (64 square) corresponds to Asta-pad (eight divided sites) Paramasaayika (81 square) corresponds to Nava-pad (nine divided site) Aasana (100 squares) corresponds to Dasa-pad (ten divided Bhadrmahasan (196 squares) corresponds to Chodah-Pad (14 divided sites) Modern adaptation and
use of Vastu Shastra-inspired plan adapted and developed by contemporary architect Charles Correa in the design of Jawahar Kala Kendra, Jaipur, Rajasthan. Vastu Sastra is a multitude of ancient concepts and knowledge for many modern architects, guiding but not hard code. The mandala square grid
is seen as a model of organization, not as a ground plan. The ancient texts of Vastr zastra describe functional relationships and adaptable alternative layouts for various rooms or buildings and utilities, but are not required to establish mandatory architecture. Sachdev and Tillotson will say that the mandala
is a landmark, and the use of the concept of the mandala Vastru zastra does not mean that every room or building should be square. The main theme is related to the main elements of the central space, peripheral zones, direction in relation to sunlight and the relative functions of spaces. The pink town of
Jaipur in Rajasthan was a master designed by Rajput King Jay Singh and built by 1727 AD, partly around the principles of Vastu Shilpa Sastra. Similarly, modern era designs, such as the project of the architect Charles Correa Gandhi Smarak Sangrahalaya in Ahmedabad, Vidhan Bhavan in Bhopal, and
Jawahar Kala Kendra in Jaipur, adapt and apply concepts from Vastu Shastra Vidya. In the design of the city of Chandigarh Le Corbusier included modern architecture theories with the theories of Vastu Shastra. During the colonial period of Indian rule, The City Officials of the British Raj did not take Vasta
Vidya into account, but were largely grafted by the Islamic motifs of the Mughal era and projects such as domes and arches to Victorian-style buildings without a general layout of relations. This movement, known as indo-Saracen architecture, is located in chaotically laid-out but outwardly grandiose
structures in the form of currently used large railway stations, harbours, tax collection buildings and other colonial offices in South Asia. During the colonial era, Vasti's was ignored for several reasons. These texts were considered by architects of the 19th and early 20th century as archaic, literature was
inaccessible, being in an ancient language, which was not spoken or read by architects, and ancient texts assumed that space would be easily accessible. In contrast, public projects in the colonial era were forced into overcrowded both local layout restrictions, and the ancient Vastu sastra were treated
with preconceptions as superstitious and rigid about square mesh or traditional construction materials. Sachdev and Tillotson Tillotson that these prejudices were wrong, since the scientific and complete reading of the literature by Vastu Sestra convincingly suggests that the architect can freely adapt ideas
to new building materials, local planning constraints and non-custard space. The design and completion of the new city of Jaipur in the early 1700s, based on the texts of Vastr zastra, long before any public projects of the colonial era, was one of many proofs. Other examples include contemporary
community projects developed by Charles Correa, such as Jawahar Kala Kendra in Jaipur and Gandhi Ashram in Ahmedabad. In 1997, Khusdip Bansal also applied Vasta Shastra's remedies to the Indian parliamentary complex, when he was content that the library building next to the building was
responsible for political instability in the country. The German architect Klaus-Peter Gast argues that the principles of Vitu Satras are witnessing a significant renaissance and widespread use in the planning and design of individual houses, residential complexes, commercial and industrial campuses, as
well as major public projects in India, along with the use of ancient iconography and mythological art incorporated into the architecture of Vastu Vidya. The use of consultants Vastu shastra and Vastu in modern home and community projects is controversial. Some architects, especially in the colonial era
of India, considered it secret and superstitious. Other architects argue that critics have not read the texts and that much of the text is about flexible guidelines for designing space, sunlight, flow and function. Vastu Shastra is considered to be a pseudo-student by rationalists such as Narendra Nayak of the
Federation of Indian Rationalist Associations. Scientist and astronomer Jayant Narlikar considers Vasta Shastra a pseudoscience and writes that Vastu has no logical connection with the environment. One example cited by Narlikar, claiming a lack of logical connection, is vastu's rule, sites in the form of a
triangle... will lead to harassment by the government, ... parallelogram can lead to quarrels in the family. Narlikar notes that sometimes construction plans change, and what has already been built is demolished according to vast's rules. As for the superstitious beliefs in Vastu, the scientific writer Mira
Nanda cites the case of N. T. Rama Rao, the former Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh State, who sought the help of Vastu's advisers to solve his political problems. Rame Rao was informed that his problems would be solved if he entered his office from the east gate. Accordingly, the slums on the east
side of his office were ordered to be demolished to carry the road to the entrance of his car. Vastu consultants' knowledge is called into question by Pramod Kumar (quote Ask Vaastu people if they know civil engineering or architecture or local local building regulations or minimum building standards to
advise people on buildings. They get into a flurry of ancient texts and science that smack pseudo-science astrology. Ask them where they were before the construction boom and if they would go to slum apartment buildings to advise people or advise on low-cost community housing- you draw empty. A
Sanskrit treatise on the architecture of numerous Sanskrit treatises mentioned in ancient Indian literature, some of which have been translated into English. Many Agamas, Pune and Hindu scriptures include chapters on the architecture of temples, houses, villages, cities, fortifications, streets, store
layouts, public wells, public bathing, public halls, gardens, river facades among others. In some cases, manuscripts are partially lost, some of which are only available in Tibetan, Nepali or South India, while other original Sanskrit manuscripts are available in various parts of India. Some treatises, or books
with chapters about Vaastu Shastra include: 5 Bysara Brhat Samhita Mayamata Atka Sastra Aparajit Vastu Zastra Maha-agamas (28 books, each has 12 to 75 chapters) Ayadi Lakshan Aramadi Pratishta Paddhat (includes garden design) Of JalaUadi Jal Stahan Lakshan Kshetra Nirman Vidhi (preparing
the land and foundation of buildings, including temples) Gargia Samhita (pillars) , doors, windows, wall design and architecture) Griha Pitik (types of houses and their construction) Gattozarga Suchani (architecture of the embankment and steps) Chakra Sastra Janan ratna kosha vastu sarani
(measurement, ratio and design of mock-ups of objects, in particular buildings) Devalaya Lakshan (treatise on the construction of temples) Dhruvadi Shodas Gehani (guidelines for the arrangement of buildings in relation to each other for harmony) Nava Sashra (36 books, most lost) Agni Purana (Chapter
42 to 55 , and 106 - Nagaradi Vastu) Matsya Purana (Chapters 252 to 270) Maya Samgraha Prasad Kirtan Prasad Lakshan Lakshan Tachchu Sastra (primarily design Houses for Families) Manushaya Lakshan (primarily human dwelings) Manushyalaya Chandrika katana (principles of measurement)
Manawa vastu lakshana Manasollasa (chapters on house planning, mainly ancient recipes of cooking) Raja Griha Nirman (architecture and building principles for royal palaces) Rupa mandan Vastu Chakra Vast of Wasto Vastop Purusha Lakshan Vastu Pratu Pradeep Vastu Manjari Wastu mandana
Lakshan Vastu Vizara Vastu Vidya Vasthi Vastu Samgraha Vastu sarvava Viman Lakshan (tower design) Viswakarma Prakas (home, roads, Reservoirs for Water and Public Works Architecture) Vaikhanasa Sastra jaladhi Ratna Silpa Praka Silpaala Sipala Silpala Sylparta Sazra Sanatkumar Vastu Zastra
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